~_t~y weiss This line of reasoning (which is still different) cannot be made to work in the general case. Secondly, in sections 5-7 we give in detail the argument which reduces Theorem 1 to Theorem 2.
We return to Theorem 1. This theorem implies in particular that the set E of points of convergence of the series on the unit circle is of the power of the continuum, and in this connection it is interesting to observe that if ~lck 12= ~ (for example if ck=lc -89 then E is of measure 0 (see e.g. where (1) That under the hypothesis (1.4) the series (1.2) converges to any prescribed sum in a set which is dense in (0, 2 ~) is an earlier result, (see [3] ), and is a simple consequence of properties of smooth functions. In what follows we systematically denote by T a polynomial (1.5)or (1.7)satisfying (1.9).
2. (ii) It is enough to consider here the terms with ]' < ] < k. Their sum is majorized by
Since the expressions in curly brackets are majorized by A/nx, the contribution of the terms in (ii) does not exceed A I'~/nl. and since q>~4 the numbers nk and 2nk-1 are distant, nk--2nk_l>~nk/2, and the last sum is not greater than
Since the sum in curly brackets does not exceed (k + k')p2< 2 k P z, the whole sum is majorized by
Collecting results we see that if q>~ 4, then
and so if we make the additional assumption that b-a >~ Kin I we obtain (2.4) with
Cq.~ = C~.
It is now easy to complete the proof of (2.4) in the general case q > 1. We take r so large that q~> 4 and split T into a sum of r polynomials, T = T~ T(e)+ ... + T (~ in each of which the indices k of the n~ form an arithmetic progression of difference r. 
Next, if u += max (u, 0), then u += 89
and, in view of (2.2) and (3.3) and "short" and which alternate. We call the long blocks A~ and the short ones te t te e tt A i ; hence T = A1 § A1 § A~ + A~ + ... where, of course, the sum on the right is finite.
If T is written in the complex form then each block consists of two parts symmetric with respect to the origin. We denote the "second norms" of the coefficients 7J of A~ and A ..... by Fk and Fk respectively; the "first norms" will be denoted by F~ and F~'. The norms contain only positive j's, so that, for example, [A~I~<2F~.
We assume that the lengths of the long blocks do not exceed a certain number L' and that all the short blocks are of the same length L". Hence passing from the last element of a long block to the first element of the next long block we increase the corresponding nk by at least qL"+l, a number which is large with L". We take for L" the least integer satisfying co/c' " < qL..+l In this argument we have so far disregarded the short blocks A~' and now we will show that if we select their location properly we can control their contribution.
We have already defined L". We now let L' be any integer divisible by 2 L" 
Aq= 89 89
5. In this section we will prove a few lemmas on which we will base the proof of Theorem 1.
Let l be any straight line not passing through the origin. We say that a point is to the right of 1 if it is contained in the closed halfplane limited by 1 which does not contain the origin. If l passes through the origin all points in the complex plane will be considered as situated to the right of l. 
LEMMA 4. Let Aq and A'q be the constants o/ Theorem

Then any interval o[ length A'./n 1 contains a point ~ such that P (~) lies to the right o[I.
Using rotation we may suppose that 1 intersects the positive real axis perpen-
dicularly, and it is now enough to observe that if P(x)= T(x)+ iT (x), T (x)
N N N
LEMMA 5. If the eoe/fieients o[ the lacunary series Z c~ etn~ z tend to zero and if the partial sums o/ the series (completed by zeros) are S~ (x), then Snp (x) -S~p (x') tends to zero as p---> c~ uni/ormly in x, x', provided that I x -x" I <~ 1/n~. P 1 ~ [cklnk <~q_p ~. ick[qk
I -<
and it is easy to see that the right-hand side tends to 0 as p-+oo. 
/> 89188 (I+I/A s )
and the lemma follows.
6. We now pass to the actual proof of Theorem 1. The constant Aq and A~ of Theorem 2' will for brevity be denoted by A and A'.
We fix a complex number ~ and we want to construct a point ~ at which the given lacunary power series ~ %e ~n~x converges to $. We first divide our series into successive blocks of terms /)1 (x), P~" (x), P2 (x), P~ (x) .... Pj (x), P* (x) ..... The decomposition has some similarity to the decomposition, of a trigonometric polynomial into blocks A~, A~" considered in the proof of Theorem 2' and the blocks P~ (analogues of the short blocks A~') will be of constant length. The PN will be defined inductively, as will a sequence of positive numbers ~N tending to 0, and a nested sequence {IN} of intervals. Suppose we can do this in such a way that the following properties hold: then a) There exists a number ~=yq, 0<7<1, such that if
where the summation is taken over all coefficients of P* and PN+I, then CN-->O.
We will show then that if ~ is the common point of all the IN, then that is the series ~ cke ~n~ converges to $.
To see this suppose that S~j is 'between' FN and FN+I. Then Remarks. 1 . The purpose of placing P* between PN and PlV+l is to make sure that nk~+z+l , the lowest frequency of PN+I, is large enough to apply Theorem 2' to PN+I and the interval I~. If L satisfies (6.2) this is certainly possible.
2. In view of Lemma 5 and the hypothesis cr we have ~N, ~-->O and so also (3N--> O.
We proceed to define PN+*, and consider two cases.
Case 1.
Let PN+, be chosen so that
where the summation is extended over all the coefficients of iON+ 1 . We note that it follows from the generalization of Theorem 2 that if a series whose frequencies are a finite union of lacunary sequences converges everywhere in an interval then the series is absolutely convergent.
d) It should be remarked that to prove that the series of Theorem 1 has even a single point of convergence seems to be no simpler than it is to prove Theorem 1 itself.
